Crossmodal interaction in situated language comprehension is important for effective and efficient communication. The relationship between linguistic and visual stimuli provides mutual benefit: While vision contributes, for instance, information to improve language understanding, language in turn plays a role in driving the focus of attention in the visual environment. However, language and vision are two different representational modalities, which accommodate different aspects and granularities of conceptualizations. To integrate them into a single, coherent system solution is still a challenge, which could profit from inspiration by human crossmodal processing. Based on fundamental psycholinguistic insights into the nature of situated language comprehension, we derive a set of performance characteristics facilitating the robustness of language understanding, such as crossmodal reference resolution, attention guidance, or predictive processing. Artificial systems for language comprehension should meet these characteristics in order to be able to perform in a natural and smooth manner. We discuss how empirical findings on the crossmodal support of language comprehension in humans can be applied in computational solutions for situated language comprehension and how they can help to mitigate the shortcomings of current approaches.
INTRODUCTION
Enabling artificial systems to engage in a natural and smooth spoken dialog with humans is a major scientific and technological challenge. To make this dream come true, developers have always sought inspiration from the only model available, the human. Compared to other means of communication, the expressiveness and flexibility of natural language to accommodate to vastly changing application needs is unparalleled. A closer look at the phenomenon shows that the language faculty is not an isolated capability of human cognition. Instead, it maintains close ties to other cognitive subsystems, like visual perception, from where it receives information about the surrounding environment and into which it feeds back. While the additional extra-linguistic information by and large provides an instrumental contribution to overcome comprehension difficulties, for instance in the areas of ambiguity or reference resolution, the linguistically conveyed information drives the attention of the listener toward the relevant areas of the visual stimulus that can maximize the information gain.
Such a closed feedback loop can be particularly productive if the relevant comprehension results are available early enough, so that they can exert their influence on the visual system. Only then can the visual percepts improve the ongoing linguistic processing by means of the specific information they contribute. Obviously, language comprehension and visual perception work together for common benefit in a closely time-locked manner, producing tentative results. Language comprehension not only amounts to a kind of understanding of what has been said, but also has to determine as early as possible the reference of linguistic expressions to entities in the world as well as the relationships these entities maintain among each other.
From a technical perspective, the use of visual cues for improving natural language processing can be studied as a problem of information fusion (Bloch, 2008) . In contrast to, for instance, combining spatial information from a range of different cameras or laser range finders, here the integration has to happen on a conceptual level, because vision and speech do not usually share a common metrical space beyond the task of sound source localization. Linguistically described concepts and visually perceived entities have to be mapped by means of an abstract representation that allows the listener to achieve a coherent interpretation of the current state of affairs in spite of partially deviating contributions.
Consequently, the fusion metaphor of combining the output of two independent information sources will not be viable if we aim for the more ambitious goal of taking advantage of a closed feedback loop between language and vision. Both subsystems seem to be developed into separate components that are able to produce and receive contributions from one another while they are processing the input; hence, they interact with each other. This situation raises many questions on how the human mind organizes this interplay in detail and how certain aspects of it can be implemented in an artificial agent, thereby leading to systems that, rather than fuse both modalities, maintain separate, but interacting representations.
It is this interactive nature of the cooperation between two complementary modalities that we are mostly concerned with. We not only study language comprehension that is sensitive to the visual information from a task-oriented spatially embedded scenario, but also considers the guidance language comprehension can provide to drive the hearer's attention to the most relevant aspects of the visual scene which might contain more detailed information vital for the ongoing process of language comprehension.
We are mainly concerned with the mechanisms of meaning recovery, ambiguity resolution and visual grounding, focusing specifically on the syntactic and semantic processes at the lexical and sentential level. The impact of emotion, irony, metaphoric use etc. is not considered. Speaker-related information is reduced to the bare utterance she produced, ignoring any cues such as lip movements or gestures. We also do not cover problems or computational solutions for language generation, speech recognition, and visual perception. Visual stimuli are assumed to be static ones but subject to a kind of attention processing where visual comprehension also evolves over time.
To better understand the underlying mechanisms of such a highly complex behavior, we identify a range of performance characteristics that seem to contribute crucially to a generally highly successful and efficient processing architecture. Nevertheless, we set out to analyze these performance characteristics in a holistic way that sheds light into their intertwined nature. We also interpret them as challenges for computational systems designed to be capable of engaging themselves in a task-oriented dialog with a human interlocutor. To this end, we review important findings from psycholinguistic research and confront them with recent advances in building crossmodal natural language comprehension systems, trying to identify potential drawbacks of existing computational solutions and to learn from the human model to overcome them.
We adopt a fairly broad perspective on the language capabilities of artificial systems, which transcends limited command-and-control approaches. Instead of dealing with narrow-domain approaches, we envision a kind of mixedinitiative system that is capable of sharing information, discussing alternative options and negotiating action strategies toward a common goal with its human partner. The linguistic means, required to achieve such a level of communicative competence are shortly outlined in section 2. In subsequent sections we discuss how the visual input can help to resolve linguistic ambiguities (section 3), how the mapping between visually perceived entities and their linguistic descriptions can be established (section 4), how language can drive visual attention and support visual search (section 5), and how the two modalities can be combined to reach a maximum degree of synergy (section 6). We then turn to the temporal aspects of the interaction between language and vision, concluding that such a benefit can only be achieved if the mutual contributions are available early enough (section 7), possibly even before they actually are available in the discourse (section 8). Finally, we discuss some heuristics humans apply to speed up language comprehension (section 9).
SPEAKER INTENTION
In a task-oriented setting, it is of particular importance to determine the intention of the speaker, i.e., what she wants the listener to do: accept a message, answer an information request, carry out an action, etc. If visual information is involved in this process, it will be expected to contribute to successfully accomplishing this task.
To achieve feasible solutions, language-based human-machine communication traditionally restricts the interaction to only explicit commands that the machine is meant to comply with. In such a case, identifying the intention of the speaker amounts to
• selecting the desired action from those the machine can carry out (c. As shown by Gorniak and Roy (2005) , automatic reference resolution in situated language processing benefits from taking speaker intention into account. Their system follows the instructions of the user in a role playing video game. To determine her intention, a probabilistic parser for context free grammars predicts which objects from the environment the user will talk about next. These objects, together with the actions that seem most likely in the current state of the user's plan, are interpreted as intention. The authors reported that combining language and vision with the intention of the speaker yielded the best reference resolution results (see Table 1 ). The tasks of intention detection, reference resolution, crossmodal information fusion and prediction are closely tied to each other rather than addressed separately by the system. While the system of Gorniak and Roy (2005) is limited to command execution, the task becomes considerably more difficult in the case of collaborative problem solving, where dynamic effort from both parties is required. Collaborative problem solving usually happens in structurally rich visual environments like the one in Figure 1 , which contains several windows, cabinets, boxes, pills, magazines, bottles etc., some of them even (partially) occluded from the viewer's perspective. Objects in such an environment can be referred to in quite different, sometimes underspecified manners, and their sheer number naturally creates a vastly larger space for reference resolution. Under these conditions, the optimal interplay between language, visual information and world knowledge is crucial.
Collaborative problem solving also requires the negotiation of common goals and a solution strategy to achieve them despite unexpected difficulties that may arise during problem solving. Thus, the intention of the speaker can no longer be restricted to the special case of giving commands, but has to be inferred from her utterance. Often, information needs to be requested and exchanged, for instance by means of direct or indirect inquiries, which both may come in various forms, such as: direct inquiry as a direct question "How many pills are left?" indirect inquiry as a direct question "Did you count the pills?" direct inquiry as an indirect question "Do you know, whether we have enough pills?" indirect inquiry as an imperative "Please count the leftover pills." direct inquiry as a confirmation question "The bottle is really empty?" and assertions about: the current state of affairs "The book lies on the couch." an embedded current state of affairs "You can find the book on the couch." an embedded previous state of affairs "I left the book on the couch."
or even embedded states of affairs expressed, for instance, as: a confirmation question "The book is no longer lying on the couch?"
Negotiating a joint solution strategy for a given problem also requires means for establishing and maintaining consensus, for instance, making: a direct proposal "To pack the bottles, we need a bigger box." a counterproposal "It might be better to first check the pills." or an indirect counterproposal "This box is bigger." establishing consent signaling:
weak agreement "If you think so." or strong agreement "That's a great idea."
or rejecting a proposal:
indirectly "The book is too boring." or with an explanation "No, I am tired." Here and in all other tables, numbers in bold indicate the results with the highest accuracy for each approach.
All these different kinds of communicative goals can be expressed by a very limited set of general utterance types, namely declarative (direct or indirect), interrogative and imperative sentences, which actually can be spelled out by means of an extremely rich inventory of syntactic variation. The same kind of sentence type or syntactic pattern can be used to express quite different intentions. Thus, determining the correct intention is not always straightforward. Moreover, the hearer will be faced not only with a much broader spectrum of possible intentions and syntactic variation, but also with indirect utterances where the real intention (illocution) is hidden. Implicit commands like "Have you seen my book?" or "I left the book on the table." or "I'd like to read." require the hearer to reconstruct the underlying intention ("Bring the book here.") (Clark et al., 1983; Kelleher and Costello, 2009; Gundel et al., 2012) . Expressing this intention explicitly most often results in unwieldy utterances, whereas leaving part of it underspecified contributes substantially to the ease and economy of language communication. Reconstructing the intended purpose requires more or less complex inferences that rely on the available information about the immediate environment and the world in general. On the other hand, overspecification is also frequent in natural language communication. Speakers usually use it when one of the properties of the target entity is salient but has no contrastive value (Engelhardt et al., 2006; Koolen et al., 2011; Rubio-Fernández, 2016) . From the perspective of language comprehension, such a redundancy poses no serious problem, unless it creates an inconsistency that needs to be resolved. Even though the necessity to deal with unnecessarily long expressions could affect the response time, the additional processing effort may be compensated for by faster reference resolution in complex environments.
RESOLUTION OF LINGUISTIC AMBIGUITIES
One of the most prevalent difficulties in language comprehension is the number of ambiguities inherent in both lexical items and complex structures. Therefore, developing algorithmic approaches for disambiguation has always been a major concern when designing natural language understanding systems. These systems usually rest on combinatorial decision procedures combined with a powerful scoring mechanism as the basis for preferential reasoning. However, in restricted domains, the number of linguistic expressions with several completely different meanings is fairly low. In the living room scenario (see Figure 1) , the alternative readings of polysemous words like chair or window can be easily excluded from consideration. Part-ofspeech ambiguities of words like open (adjective vs. verb) or book (noun vs. verb) are more relevant in such a scenario. They may create spurious interpretations in the comprehension process and thus inflate the space of possible intermediate hypotheses. Similar processing problems are created by truly structural ambiguities like the famous case of prepositional phrase attachment ("...the lid of the box on the table."). A fourth type of ambiguities arises from language-internal references, which can be established for example by means of different pronouns or definite noun phrases ("...but it is broken.").
For all kinds of ambiguous constructions, crossmodal evidence may help to resolve the ambiguity by either re-ranking the possible interpretations or even excluding some of them according to their plausibility in the visual world. Especially when linguistic cues alone do not suffice to determine the actually intended interpretation, for instance because it contradicts both frequency of use and human preferences, crossmodal interaction will become indispensable to achieve an effective and timely disambiguation.
In general, ambiguities can be dealt with most efficiently if they are resolved locally. Otherwise, their combinatorics will overwhelm the comprehension system. Therefore, it is important to have the disambiguating information available early enough. Visually contributed information does exactly this: In many cases, it can be extracted from the visual environment long before it is actually needed. The linguistic channel, in contrast, provides its information sequentially. Thus, the comprehension system always needs to wait until the relevant contributions appear in the ongoing utterance. This may cause serious comprehension problems and processing delays.
Although humans use visual information for resolving structural ambiguities, they seem to acquire this ability at a fairly late stage in their linguistic development. While, by the age of five, children are already able to apply bottom-up lexical information supplied by the verb to correctly attach a prepositional phrase , incorporating extra-linguistic top-down knowledge required to deal with long-range dependencies comes later (Atkinson et al., 2018) . Obviously, the optimal combination of visual and linguistic cues is a capability that can and needs to be developed, reinforced by positive feedback.
The facilitating role of visual information has been demonstrated by Tanenhaus et al. (1995) using a task of incremental thematic role assignment. In their seminal study, participants were given sentences with a prepositional phrase (PP) attachment ambiguity, where different semantic interpretations are possible depending on how the linguistically encoded entities are assigned to the different thematic roles of the verb. In the example sentence, "Put the apple on the towel in the box.", the PP on the towel can be interpreted as the goal point of the movement action in In the absence of visual information, both interpretations are possible, but linguistic attachment preferences will assign towel as a goal of the putting event immediately after hearing the PP on the towel. Then, after being exposed to the next PP in the box, re-evaluation of the already assigned thematic role from GOAL to a LOCATION role is required, and the box becomes the goal. If, on the other hand, the listener has access to a picture that shows a towel in a box, early reference resolution will happen without any need to revise the initial hypothesis.
Baumgärtner (2013) studied the problem of visually guided ambiguity resolution using an incremental, crossmodal parser. He was able to show that crossmodal interaction of language and vision indeed helps to resolve global as well as temporal ambiguities that were truly ambiguous without the contribution of the visual channel. He applies a broad-coverage, grammarbased syntactic parser for German extended by a component for thematic role assignment (McCrae and Menzel, 2007; McCrae, 2009; Beuck et al., 2013) . The grammar is encoded by means of weighted constraints that license linguistically meaningful structures and provide for preferential reasoning capabilities even in case of conflicting linguistic preferences. Sentences are processed on a word-by-word basis, and partial analyses are extended and re-evaluated after each new word. Predictions are modeled explicitly by means of placeholders which can be incorporated into the analysis if this leads to a solution with a higher plausibility score based on linguistic well-formedness criteria.
The visual information was made available by Baumgärtner (2013) in the form of manual annotations of the most relevant relationships that could in principle be extracted from a picture. The mapping between linguistically and visually expressed entities, i.e., the crossmodal reference resolution, is achieved by means of additional constraints for linguistic structures that also have access to the visual input. Hence, language and vision interact in a bidirectional manner through the normal constraint solving mechanism, and visual information guides the parsing process. In turn, the intermediate parsing results guide the visual attention. The predictions are combined with low-level indicators of visual saliency, like saturation and contrast (Itti and Koch, 2000) , to create a modified saliency landscape that correctly predicts the eye fixations of human subjects. If the visual channel is missing, parsing will be performed based on the linguistic input alone.
Since the constraints that establish the mapping between the two modalities are weighted, the mutual influence is based on preferences rather than hard consistency requirements, and the bias between the input channels can be adjusted, thereby reducing the influence of noisy and potentially contradicting input from the visual channel.
Baumgärtner (2013) uses the placeholders as referents for concepts that participate in a visually depicted action with a specific thematic role, and therefore are likely to occur with this role in the remainder of the sentence. These results indicate that, similar to the experiments on intention recognition, a system architecture that combines ambiguity resolution with reference resolution, crossmodal information fusion and prediction is able to deal with ambiguity more effectively and more rapidly, thus making the system more responsive.
Linguistic stimuli with (temporal or global) structural ambiguities are used intensively in psycholinguistic research, as they open an excellent observation window into the hidden processes of human language comprehension. They provide valuable insights into the time course of language comprehension in general and ambiguity resolution in particular, for example in combination with eye-tracking analyses. The relative amount of eye fixations on the different parts of a static visual environment is interpreted as a signal at which point in time reference has been successfully established, and what kind of information was required to achieve this. This approach has been named the visual world paradigm; see Huettig et al. (2011) for a review.
CROSSMODAL REFERENCE RESOLUTION
Crossmodal reference resolution can be understood as another kind of ambiguity resolution. It does not concern the reference to linguistically described entities of the world, but to those that can be inferred from the visual stimulus. In rich environments, a lexical expression can possibly refer to a number of entities: For instance, there are multiple books in the scenario depicted in Figure 1 . Also, expressions can be related to entities in the environment that might be confused with other objects of similar appearance. Moreover, visual objects sometimes are partly occluded from the perspective of the listener, or are otherwise difficult to perceive. Again, the resulting combinatorics can be controlled best if the space of possible mappings can be constrained as early as possible. This creates a very strong incentive for an incremental (and predictive) processing mode, which facilitates the interaction between the two modalities as early as possible in order to exchange disambiguating information in both directions.
Even under ideal conditions, there is no exact mapping between the concepts contributed linguistically and the visually perceived information. The two modalities differ in their ability to accommodate different aspects and granularities of conceptualizations. Language, for example, is well-suited to describe entities with a very fine grained inventory of categories, which most often are difficult to distinguish visually: For example, it is possible to linguistically refer to the same entity by means of expressions like the book, the paperback, the thriller, or the Agatha Christie. The large degree of linguistic variability that is available to refer to entities is not limited to objects, but also extends to actions that can be lexicalized in quite different ways, such as to talk, to discuss, to negotiate, to chat, etc. The visual channel, on the other hand, is usually superior when spatial properties are involved. Incorporating the information from the visual channel, the reference for a relative expression like the mug on the left can easily be determined.
Generally, a simple combination of linguistic and visual information will not suffice to establish the mapping between the linguistic concepts and their visual correspondences. At least some kind of ontological knowledge will be indispensable to solve this problem satisfactorily (McCrae, 2009) . Often, however, reference resolution will require considerably more complex inferences: For instance, the sentence "Bring me my grandma's book." with respect to Figure 1 requires either a substantial amount of background knowledge about the relatives of the speaker and their visual appearance or even less reliable nonmonotonic reasoning based on the absence of other people that could be used as referential entities. Moreover, the linguistically expressed ownership relation adds uncertainty because it cannot easily be derived from a visual stimulus in general.
From a neurophysiological perspective, the mapping of (situated) language to conceptual categories is facilitated by a common brain area, namely the hippocampal structure (Duff and Brown-Schmidt, 2012; Moscovitch et al., 2016) . A recent study by Piai et al. (2016) also revealed that the mapping between the two modalities in the hippocampus is performed incrementally and enables the prediction of upcoming words.
Psycholinguistic studies into the nature of relating instances (visual entities) to the relevant conceptual category point toward a dynamic mapping process instead of a one-shot association (Altmann, 2017) . It is assumed that, based on the similarity to an already existing abstract mental representation, an episodic representation for the perceived visual entity is generated incrementally based on the expectations about the incoming sentence parts and the visual event. In return, conceptual categories are updated, which results in abstract concepts that have lost the individual details of the original instance.
Concept mapping will become even more difficult if the entity referred to undergoes a change of state as a spoken utterance unfolds. Different versions of the same instance have to be created, mapped on to each other and updated according to the actions carried out. Given the simple story "The woman chopped an onion. Then, she fried it.", the different states of the onion (1) intact and raw, (2) chopped and raw and finally (3) chopped and fried need to be maintained and bound together in order to understand the utterance (Hindy et al., 2012 (Hindy et al., , 2013 Altmann, 2017) . Mapping the current state of the entity to its past and possible future states has to keep track of the common features, namely the visual properties of the object, its spatial relationships with the other objects in the environment, as well as the properties of the conceptual category that it belongs to. Kruijff et al. (2010) studied the problem of dynamically evolving worlds by means of a system for human-robot interaction, whose dialogue understanding capabilities significantly improved when visual information was taken into account. Its ability to keep track of instances whose state or semantic category changes over time allows the system to talk about entities that will cease or be transformed, such as the building materials a house is built from.
Whereas Baumgärtner (2013) used manually coded constraints to realize crossmodal reference resolution, Kitaev and Klein (2017) showed that the mapping between language and vision can be learned. Their study focuses on spatial descriptors, i.e., linguistic descriptions of relations between objects in images, and their localization. Employing a neural network based on an LSTM and pretrained word embeddings, the authors were able to demonstrate that this architecture can learn the grounding of spatial descriptors and the selection of the most plausible focus point given a set of possible target locations. The system achieved an accuracy of 62.5 % compared to 16.7 % for a randomized baseline and 85.8 % for human performance.
Besides learning the mapping from language to vision, the generation of linguistic expressions can be learned from visual entities, too. Zarrieß and Schlangen (2017b) provide an overview of different machine learning approaches to generate referential expressions from images (Lazaridou et al., 2014; Schlangen et al., 2016; Zarrieß and Schlangen, 2017a) , a subtask of image captioning. In contrast to such explicit mappings, many of the systems discussed throughout this article apply end-to-end neural approaches, where the crossmodal reference resolution happens implicitly.
VISUAL GUIDANCE AND SEARCH
Apart from describing or referring to visually presented entities, language can also be used to guide the attention of the listener toward a certain area of the visual environment. This is also possible in artificial systems, as demonstrated, for instance, by Baumgärtner (2013) . Such a shift of attention can be triggered by different means: Simply mentioning or describing an entity will cause listeners to fixate their gaze on the possible visual referents. In familiar environments or scenarios of low complexity, this happens almost involuntarily and with a very low latency. Also, the speaker can explicitly direct the visual attention of the listener by describing relevant parts of the visual environment, for example by talking about landmarks in the vicinity of an intended referent. Hearing a sentence like "Next to the big table there is a white tennis bag.", with respect to Figure 1 , the listener will already look out for tables after hearing the initial prepositional phrase. She can select the larger one among them, and possibly start moving into that direction. After receiving the color attribute white, her visual attention can further zoom in on white objects, which are restricted to a tennis bag only a word later.
Visual attention can be guided not only by mentioning objects in the environment explicitly, but also by means of more indirect characteristics like the affordances they offer or the current state of the environment. For instance, processing the request "Could you please close the window?" in the environment of Figure 1 , the listener may already start the visual search for closable objects like a window, a box, or a drawer, as soon as she perceives the verb close. Since there is only one open item among the possible options, the window to the right can be identified as the intended target with a very small delay. This result can be produced so rapidly only through a combination of incremental processing with crossmodal interaction and the predictions derived from the selectional restrictions of the verb.
In cases where possible candidates are not immediately available for reference resolution, they have to be actively searched for in the visual environment. However, the time available for this purpose is limited by the ongoing comprehension process that is driven by the linguistic input. In principle, the search could terminate after the target object has been uniquely identified, but at this point in time, it is usually not clear whether the object found is the only fitting one (Hollingworth, 2012) , and completely or partially occluded target objects have also to be taken into account. Psychophysical experiments indicate that humans implicitly utilize a threshold to stop visual search (Wolfe, 2012) . This threshold is set based on the gist of the scene, which factors in the number of the targets searched for (if it is known), the properties of the target(s), the distinctiveness of the properties, as well as the complexity of the environment and the task at hand. Memory capacity, which is required to keep track of the items, is another factor, especially when there are many more instances that match the search criteria fully or partially. Revisiting the visual objects repeatedly is inhibited and humans are able to adapt the threshold to changing conditions very flexibly.
CROSSMODAL INTERACTION OF LANGUAGE AND VISION
A growing body of psycholinguistic evidence gives rise to the assumption that crossmodal integration is more than just a simple procedure of information selection or merging. Instead, it requires intense interactions between independent but closely cooperating processing components. But how, when and (in more recent research also) to what extent this crossmodal interaction occurs is still under investigation.
Crossmodal integration can occur at different levels, from multi-sensory fusion (e.g., audio-visual, audio-tactile or visiotactile) to higher-level comprehension processes like language understanding. Usually processing is biased with one modality dominating the other one, e.g., the evolutionary acquired dominance of the visual modality over the auditory one for sound-source localization. However, this dominance can be neutralized or even reversed when the dominant modality is not reliable (Witten and Knudsen, 2005; King, 2009) .
While perceptual phenomena have a noticeable influence, the integration of linguistic and visual information mostly happens on the conceptual level. Syntax-first approaches assume a privileged role of grammar that is applied in a modular fashion without external influence from other information sources. In case of a crossmodal conflict, the syntax-first approach assumes that only a structure which is licensed by the grammar is chosen (e.g., Clifton, 2001, 2006) . As a consequence, these theories predict a strict temporal order of processing steps with syntactic constraints being applied first and others later.
Constraint-based approaches (also known as interactive models) suggest a different view, namely that syntactic structures are activated in parallel, taking into account all the relevant information from the available modalities at the same time (e.g., Tanenhaus et al., 1995) . From this point of view, all the available contributions can be understood as (contextual) constraints on the language comprehension process, and they exert their influence on the eventual outcome, a consolidated meaning representation, which evolves over time as the utterance unfolds. In constraint-based approaches, the role of extralinguistic evidence, for example visual percepts, prior experiences or prototypical knowledge about the world, in principle does not differ from the genuine linguistic influence. Crossmodal language comprehension is considered a richly interactive cognitive process of constraint satisfaction that mediates between the different, possibly even conflicting requirements (Louwerse, 2008; Ferreira et al., 2013; Spivey and Huette, 2013) . This high degree of openness seems to contribute much to the flexibility, economy and robustness of human sentence comprehension.
Data from several studies has revealed that the assumption that all the constraining information is available at once was too simplistic. Coco and Keller (2015) investigated which kinds of information affect different comprehension processes. In a set of three experiments, they manipulated only the visual saliency, only the linguistic saliency (by means of prosodic markers) and both of them together. The results revealed (1) that visual saliency narrows down the visual search space toward a target, but does not have a direct role on linguistic ambiguity resolution, (2) that intonational breaks add prominence to linguistic referents and favor one interpretation over the other, and (3) that no statistical effect between the two modalities has been found, although they complement each other and both contribute to the overall understanding of the sentence by playing a role in different aspects of language processing.
A more detailed view on the interplay of world knowledge, visual information and linguistic expressions was presented by Knoeferle and Crocker (2006) . They showed that people indeed use world knowledge, for example, to assign thematic roles. In case this assignment contradicts the visual context, the information from the visual world will outweigh the lexical biases induced by world knowledge. Similarly, Mirković and Altmann (2019) showed that the visual information is used immediately, but constraints based on inferences from world knowledge come into play later on. Another recent study, targeting the task of meaning recovery from acoustically noisy speech comprehension in German, demonstrated how these two sources (general world knowledge and situation-specific cues) interact with each other while forming the interpretation (Alaçam, 2019) . Typical object features and affordances (for example, tables have the affordance of putting things on top of it) can be learned by exposure to daily objects. Episodic affordances [such as being available (empty/occupied)], on the other hand, are closely tied to the situation at hand most of the time. The results of the study show that, in case of conflicting cues, the episodic affordances informed by the current situational information will kick in and influence the interpretation toward the less-expected one. The results also indicate that if there is a strong bias toward the default case (based on real-world contingencies), then situation-specific information may not always be strong enough to override it. From the design perspective of crossmodal natural language processing, this finding informs us that a situated language processing system should not only incorporate the prototypical affordances on the world-knowledge level, but also be able to filter them based on their situation-specific features to achieve a correct evaluation of the described situation.
Considering the benefits of crossmodal interaction in human situated language processing, such as mutual support or guidance, combining the data streams in an interactive manner instead of fusing them seems to be a promising approach. Actually, there is a broad range of possibilities for language and vision to interact, which have already been or could be tried. They can be classified along a number of different dimensions:
• Crossmodal integration can range from maintaining independent, but interacting representations for each modality to having a single, common representation. The latter is not interactive since any independence gets lost. We discuss such approaches here because they are an often used computational approach and reveal initial findings, for instance integrating two modalities improves system performance compared to using only one.
• Either crossmodal interaction takes place just once, or both modalities modulate each other repeatedly.
• The interaction can occur at any point, ranging from an early stage to a later one.
• Either only one modality influences the other or both modalities influence one another mutually.
• If the influence is mutual, it can be realized by means of a bidirectional mapping or with two separate mechanisms, one for each direction of influence.
Most systems discussed throughout this paper do not address all of these distinctions, and they sometimes apply simplifying assumptions, such as using manually annotated images as visual input. Also, not all approaches are designed solely for the general purpose of language understanding. Often, they deal with specific tasks that, among other things, require at least rudimentary language comprehension capabilities, for example sentiment analysis or question answering. It can be assumed that the use visual information in these systems, to a certain degree, compensates for the lack of genuine language understanding capabilities. Yu and Jiang (2019) reported that using both modalities together is more effective than using them individually with respect to the task of Target-Oriented Sentiment Classification, which determines the sentiment over different individuals, for instance people or places. For this task, the authors propose a neural network that combines the BERT architecture (Devlin et al., 2019 ) with a target attention mechanism and self-attention layers to model intra-and inter-modality alignments. Table 2 shows that combining linguistic and visual information results in an improved system performance compared to using these modalities in isolation. This holds true for the two publicly available data sets Twitter-15 and Twitter-17 (Lu et al., 2018) . While Yu and Jiang (2019) did not consider any acoustic input, in particular no prosodic information, the results will be contradictory if prosody is included as well. The benefit of prosodic information strongly depends on the task to be achieved. Table 3 compares two crossmodal approaches for sentiment detection that were both evaluated on the CMU-MOSI data set (Zadeh et al., 2016) . In addition to the linguistic and visual input, this data set contains prosodic features as a third input modality. Zadeh et al. (2017) showed that combining all available modalities improved the overall system performance, compared to using any of the input modalities alone. The authors applied a Tensor Fusion Network, which is a neural network approach that results in a common, crossmodal representation based on a combination of features for unimodal, bimodal and trimodal interactions. The accuracy of the crossmodal classification improves by 2.3 percentage points compared to the purely linguistic model, by 10.3 percentage points compared to the visual one and by 12.0 percentage points compared to the acoustic one. Poria et al. (2017) , who utilized an LSTM-based approach, reported that these improvements mainly result from combining linguistic and visual input. In contrast, adding prosodic features only yields an accuracy improvement of 0.1 percentage points, which suggests that prosody does not significantly contribute to the particular case of sentiment analysis.
Whereas, sentiment analysis does not benefit from using prosody, Poria et al. (2017) found a strong influence when applying their system to the task of emotion recognition. Table 4 contains their recognition results for four typical emotions that were obtained on the IEMOCAP data set (Busso et al., 2008) . Again, they achieved better results using crossmodal features. The accuracy increases by up to 2.5 percentage points compared to using the linguistic features alone, by 28.6 percentage points compared to using only the visual ones and by 27.6 percentage points compared to employing only the acoustic ones. In contrast to their sentiment analysis study, including prosody leads to better results. The accuracy improves from 0.8 (Angry) up to 1.7 percentage points (Neutral) compared to only combining language and vision. For Sad, either visual or prosodic information is required whereas the combination of all modalities does not further improve the accuracy. For Happy though, language alone is sufficient. Considering the contradictory findings for sentiment analysis and emotion recognition, we have to assume that prosody is able to improve system performance only for particular tasks. Since many recent language and vision data sets do not contain any prosodic annotations, this hypothesis is hard to verify at the moment. Not only the choice of input features but also how the modalities are integrated affects system performance. Tan and Bansal (2018) used crossmodal interaction by means of mutual attention mechanisms so that language and vision can exert their influence on one another. For the visual reasoning task of the NLVR data set (Suhr et al., 2017) , the accuracy improved to 69.7 % for using mutual attention compared to 58.7 % for applying the neural network architecture without any interaction between the two modalities. Comparable results were achieved by Yao et al. (2018) , who proposed a similar approach where the interaction occurs repeatedly. Although more evidence is required, these results suggest that separate representations for language and vision, which interact with and influence each other early on, are advantageous compared to the late fusion of unimodal representations without any prior interaction.
While the aforementioned approaches in this section do not consider the possibility that one of the modalities could sometimes not be available or accessible, McCrae (2009) and Crocker et al. (2010) studied this issue by enabling their systems to produce results based on the linguistic input alone. Also, Kiros et al. (2018) proposed a system architecture that can fall back to processing only the linguistic input in case of missing visual information. The authors perform a top-k image web search for each word, extract neural features from each image and combine them with pretrained word embeddings via a gating function that controls the influence of the two modalities. If, for example, the web search failed, the system will fall back on the word embeddings alone. Alternatively, Wang et al. (2018) , who investigated how to deal with information that is either incomplete or missing entirely in one modality, suggested training a crossmodal system to account for such cases. They reconstructed the missing data based on intra-and TABLE 4 | Comparison of two crossmodal emotion recognition approaches evaluated for four emotions of the IEMOCAP data set, one being incremental (Liang et al., 2018) as opposed to a non-incremental one inter-modal correlations, which are learned during training by means of a modality dropout simulating the information deficit in one channel. For fundamental reasons, a learning system can only acquire the kind of desired synergy between linguistic and visual contributions if they are well represented in the training data. Unfortunately, a study by Shekhar et al. (2017) has shown that many existing multi-modal data sets for visual question answering (VQA), a particular version of visual reasoning, possess a certain linguistic bias. The authors found that some questions can already be answered correctly without taking the image into account at all. As a countermeasure, they designed a new unbiased data set that can only be processed successfully if language and vision are modeled in an unbiased manner. Since different state-of-the-art VQA systems performed poorly on this data set, the authors concluded that this indicates a lack of proper integration of language and vision in these approaches. Still, further investigations are required to find out what makes multi-modal data sets well-suited for the study of crossmodal interaction and how they can be compiled to not suffer from any implicit prior preference.
Although there are many different ways to combine language and vision with respect to the aforementioned classification criteria, no optimal solution that fits all the requirements does exist. A consistent finding across the different experiments has been that combining linguistic and visual information improves system performance and that this effect increases when both input channels mutually influence each other compared to them being integrated without interacting.
INCREMENTALITY
Human language processing occurs over time irrespective of its modes, be it written or spoken, or be it comprehended or produced. Incremental processing is one of the key factors that makes natural language conversation fluent and robust at the same time. It becomes a necessity because the length of the utterance to be dealt with is not known in advance and the state of affairs may change while the utterance unfolds. Being able to make sense of the initial parts of an utterance as early as possible allows the listener to respond to the incoming utterance in a timely manner, either by replying with an appropriate verbal response, such as producing a back-channel signal (like nodding, raising one's eye-brows, or looking at a possible object of reference), or by preparing and initiating an appropriate problem-related action; see Crocker (1999) for a review.
Incremental processing is particularly valuable for early reference resolution. Reliable hypotheses about suitable candidates in the visual environment reduce the space of possible alternative interpretations, which may save computational effort. Moreover, a closer inspection of the candidate and its visual surrounding may contribute additional information that supports the ongoing comprehension process, and therefore has the potential to create the feedback loop for mutual benefit between the linguistic and the visual channel. If strong enough evidence is contributed by another modality, it will even lead to early decisions on sentence structures and referential relationships without realizing that another (linguistic) interpretation would be possible (Tanenhaus et al., 1995; Christianson et al., 2001; Knoeferle et al., 2005; Altmann and Mirković, 2009) .
Incrementality can be observed on all levels of linguistic granularity. Words are identified at a very early point in time as soon as the available phonetic and contextual information is sufficient to make a certain enough choice, usually during or shortly after the very first phoneme of the word (MarslenWilson and Welsh, 1978) . Less obvious is the incremental nature of phonetic perception on the suprasegmental level. But even there, prosodic signals provide additional information to resolve ambiguities and predict the upcoming structure (Bailey and Ferreira, 2007; Snedeker and Yuan, 2008; Coco and Keller, 2015) . These cues also allow the listener to estimate the distance to the next point in time when she can interrupt the speaker without risking to be unpolite. Moreover, changing the speech rate between the determiner and the noun during an indefinite noun phrase was shown to have an effect on perceiving the determiner (or ignoring it at all) and on understanding the noun phrase . Furthermore, contrastive intonation contours seem to be processed incrementally, and their processing is guided by the contextual cues during spoken language understanding (Weber et al., 2006; Kurumada et al., 2014) . Not just phonetic cues but also visual information like facial expressions seems to have an immediate impact on sentence processing, facilitating early reference resolution in an incremental manner (Carminati and Knoeferle, 2013; Graham et al., 2017) .
From a technical point of view, incremental (online) processing can be distinguished from batch mode (offline) processing. While a system in batch mode waits for the whole input being available before attempting to analyze it, an incremental analysis integrates partial input into a (coherent) processing result as soon as it becomes available. For an outside observer, batch mode processing is equivalent to ignoring the dynamic nature of the input data completely, and therefore this type of processing is not able to explain the dynamics of human language comprehension. We only mention it here to highlight the contrast between human behavior and traditional computational solutions. Incremental processing, on the other hand, reflects the dynamic characteristics of the input in its output: The results produced evolve over time like the input does. A language comprehension system, for instance, processes the input word-by-word constructing semantic relations (possibly even only partially instantiated ones) between linguistic and visual entities as soon as possible.
The dynamics of incremental decision taking ranges from greedy (monotonic) approaches that extend previous partial analyses without ever changing them to pseudo-incremental ones, ignoring all previous results and always analyzing the entire input up to the current increment anew. Truly incremental ones take previous solutions into account and revise them according to the new information just becoming available.
Forcing the language comprehension process to take its decisions as early as possible comes at the price of making intermediate interpretations less certain and more ambiguous because large portions of the linguistic input are not yet available at the point in time when the decision has to be taken. In effect, responsiveness is traded against reliability and in case of wrong decisions, a reanalysis has to be initiated. In the long run, the additional information that is made available from the visual channel by the closely time-locked interaction between the two input channels might overcompensate this effect. Evidence from the human model as well as from computational systems shows that committing to an initial interpretation early on and revising it whenever this becomes necessary is often the more successful strategy compared to a wait-and-see approach (Ferreira, 2003; Baumann et al., 2013) .
For English, the phenomenon of temporal ambiguities caused by incremental processing has been investigated most often by means of reduced relative clause constructions. The two sentences "The pills brought no relief." and "The pills brought by the nurse helped a lot." share a common initial part; thus, they initially look the same but later diverge into two constructions that are preferred to different degrees. Despite this superficial similarity, the verb brought is actually part of two different kinds of verb groups, either in the active voice (brought no relief ) or the passive voice (brought by the nurse), where the second one is part of a (reduced) relative clause. As a consequence, the pills are either the subject, i.e., in that particular case the AGENT of the verb to bring, or its direct object, i.e., the THEME. Since humans prefer the first reading, they have to revise their interpretation in the second case.
An early artificial approach that deals with partial input was proposed by Brick and Scheutz (2007) . Their system, which they claimed to be psychologically plausible, is able to perform actions, like grasping, and provides feedback at an early point in time. Additionally, it can deal with ambiguous utterances as well as references. The system is built upon an incremental semantic module based on constraint propagation that integrates linguistic knowledge with perceptual information from the visual channel. After each increment, reference resolution is performed. If a unique referent is found, the system will start to react. In case of an ambiguity, it will continue with the most plausible interpretation until the unfolding information requires a revision.
One problem of processing sentences incrementally is caused by possible dependencies between incrementality and crossmodality, which have an impact on the system performance that is hard to assess. Liang et al. (2018) proposed a neural architecture (Recurrent Multistage Fusion Network) for incremental processing that, first, processes each modality individually to capture intra-modal dependencies at each time point. Then, all modalities are fused into a common, crossmodal representation. Finally, this inter-modal representation of time point t is fed back into the intra-modal representations of step t + 1 before the procedure is called again for that next step. The architecture is incremental since it processes the linguistic input word-by-word, with the other input streams segmented accordingly. It was applied to different tasks including sentiment analysis and emotion recognition. Compared to the non-incremental approach of Poria et al. (2017) , the accuracy increased for all emotions by at least 5.5 percentage points (see Table 4 ), except the emotion class Neutral, which decreased by 0.4 percentage points. For sentiment analysis, the accuracy decreased by 1.9 percentage points compared to ) (see Table 3 ). Although incrementality enables a system to react at an early point in time, there is a potential tradeoff with respect to the overall system performance that one should be aware of when developing artificial solutions that are both crossmodal and incremental. The most influential factors that could explain these contradictory results still need to be determined.
Standard evaluation metrics for natural language processing systems do not take the dynamic nature of incremental results into account. They only evaluate the quality at a fixed point in time (usually after completion of the computation) and they are not able to describe the timeliness of a system. Therefore, Schlangen et al. (2009) proposed a number of novel measures to evaluate the intermediate results of incremental processing with respect to when a systems takes decisions and how often it changes them. Timeliness, for instance, refers to the delay of the system output, and non-monotonicity measures the portion of the intermediate results that will be part of the final result. Unfortunately, these metrics do not quantify the quality of the intermediate results. To overcome this deficiency, Beuck et al. (2013) suggested to use temporal quality profiles, which can be determined by a point-wise analysis of intermediate results in terms of accuracy. These profiles describe the reliability of attaching the n most recent words in a window left of the current point in time and usually show a fairly low reliability for the newest word, which increases the older the hypotheses are. A detailed description of these performance characteristics and a discussion of the inherent trade-offs of an incremental system can be found in Köhn (2018) .
PREDICTION
While incremental comprehension aims at integrating all the already available pieces of input into a coherent tentative result, predictive processing takes a more radical approach by trying to produce output based on its expectations about the upcoming observations. Predictions can be checked against the visual evidence proactively and they can guide the visual attention toward the relevant entities in the environment, even though the referring expression is still missing or underspecified at that point in time. Thus, predictive processing amplifies the advantages of incrementality even further. It also minimizes the temporal delay between perceiving the initial part of an utterance and understanding it, effectively providing an additional gain in responsiveness at the price of taking more risky decisions and the need to possibly correct them later on. The quality of predictions can be calculated by precision and recall (Beuck et al., 2013) .
Predictions are guided by an incomplete or unconnected structural interpretation of the already processed linguistic input. They may, for instance, concern the most plausible filler of a thematic role or they can help to create a fully connected, thereby more expressive meaning representation when a concept connecting two other ones is still missing. Having predictions available not only speeds up reference resolution, but also helps the listener to disambiguate the role assignment itself.
Expectations about the most likely thematic role fillers usually are introduced by a verb or a comparable lexical item (e.g., Trueswell et al., 1993; Altmann and Kamide, 1999; Chambers et al., 2004) . These expectations can be used, for example, to determine the THEME of a particular action. Altmann and Kamide (1999) have found that listeners are able to predict the complements of a verb based on its selectional constraints and the affordances of the possible role fillers. When people hear the verb break, for instance, their attention is directed toward breakable objects in the scene. Similar to verbs, some non-verbs also generate expectations about what may follow (McRae et al., 2001) .
A natural language understanding system whose comprehension and prediction capability improved by including predictions derived from affordances into the decision taking process was presented by Gorniak and Roy (2007) . In their study, they employ a probabilistic, hierarchical approach for plan recognition and, thereby, integrate language, situationspecific knowledge from the visual channel and general world knowledge, namely action affordances. Their method requires predictive parsing, which they realize by means of a Combinatory Categorial Grammar in combination with affordance filters. After processing a noun, a subset of actions remains that can be applied to all past, present and future states. For instance, gate relates to opening, locking or walking through. In contrast, a verb restricts the set of possible objects: For example, open refers to objects that can be opened.
The other kind of prediction is used to create a connected structural description for the partial linguistic input. This becomes necessary in a situation where the attribute of an object is already available, but not yet the noun to which it refers: "I'll take the white...". Here, the prediction helps to establish the semantic connection between the verb to take and the color attribute white by means of the still unknown, but already predictable object role.
Predictions can also be triggered by salient characteristics of the visual environment: The grouping of objects may help to anticipate possible completions of a coordinated structure (plates and...), or the display of a dominating action may help to predict the predicate together with all the restrictions for its arguments. If the environment is dynamic, one can also predict possible updates, like the probable outcome of an action that changes the state of an entity. Knoeferle et al. (2005) demonstrated the predictive nature of sentence comprehension using German sentences with Subject-Object ambiguities that directly map to an ambiguous AGENT/PATIENT assignment. Each visual scene to which a sentence refers depicts two actions and three characters. Two different sentence patterns have been compared either in an unmarked word order (Subject-Verb-Object) or in a marked word order (Object-Verb-Subject). Due to the case ambiguity of German feminine nouns (nominative or accusative), it is not possible to decide whether the first noun phrase in the sentence is an AGENT or a PATIENT until the case-marker of the second noun phrase following the verb becomes available. Eyetracking results showed that in case of the marked word order, the initial role assignment for the first noun phrase creates a conflict with the following assignment for the second one, and a reanalysis becomes necessary. Most interestingly, visual attention already started to move toward the target character before the associated post-verbal noun phrase actually appeared, i.e., while the verb was still being spoken. This clearly signals that reference resolution for the second noun phrase was not based on the observation of the phrase itself but on its prediction induced by the verb. A follow-up study on the same data set but using eventrelated brain potentials (ERPs) as a research methodology also confirmed this conclusion .
Based on the aforementioned studies, developed the Coordinated Interplay Account, a recurrent connectionist network, which models languagemediated visual attention and sentence interpretation. With a direct correspondence to the psycholinguistic findings, the model can successfully predict human behavior and neuro-imaging results described previously (Knoeferle et al., 2005; . In particular, it can correctly resolve ambiguous thematic role assignments at the same point in time as people do (Crocker et al., 2010) . The network assigns thematic roles incrementally in the unimodal as well as in the crossmodal one. It consists of three subparts: (1) unimodal sentence comprehension, (2) modulation of visual attention by the partial linguistic analyses and (3) the modulation of the sentence interpretation using the additional information gathered from the visual scene. All three subparts maintain independent representations, and crossmodal reference resolution is realized by means of co-indexation. The approach can deal with scenes that contain more entities than those referred to in the sentence. The model is also robust in the absence of visual input (Mayberry et al., 2009) , since it can capture stereotypical associations between agents and their actions if they appear frequently enough in the training data. Integrating the visual information will improve the interpretation in case these associations are difficult to extract or irrelevant. It should be noted, though, that the system utilizes a model structure that is specifically tailored to predict the experimental data. Therefore, the system does not possess any kind of general language comprehension capability.
The objects or events that are not directly referred to in an utterance will attract an increased amount of attention if they are inferred either from what has been said so far or from the concurrent visual information (Dahan and Tanenhaus, 2005) . Altmann and Kamide (2007) investigated this relationship by manipulating the tense of the main verb. The visual stimuli contained a cat (i. e. an animal that could kill), some mice (i.e., animals that can be killed by a cat, but are still alive), a pile of feathers (i.e., the remainder of a bird that has been killed) and some distractor objects. Two different versions of a spoken sentence were presented, either "The cat will kill all of the mice." or "The cat has killed all of the birds." While more fixations on the mice, after the onset of the auxiliary verb, have been observed in the former condition, more fixations on the feathers occurred in the latter case, although the feathers cannot be the target of a killing action, but still overlap with the conceptual requirements of the verb. Thus, the participants still anticipated feathers as the THEME using contextual information which the authors call realworld contingencies. In such cases, the mapping of language onto the scene becomes even more challenging but crucial for natural language processing solutions since the temporal structure of the events entailed by the sentence or change of state (namely objects that disappear or change their appearance such as things which have been eaten up or will be constructed) needs to be considered.
Even the objects that have no semantical relation to the spoken words are able to attract attention to themselves. To study to which degree the aforementioned findings (Knoeferle et al., 2005) are influenced by the visual complexity of the visual scene, Alaçam et al. (2019) followed the same experimental paradigm and used the same sentence patterns (unmarked and marked word orders). The visual stimuli differed from those used in Knoeferle et al. (2005) by a meaningfully structured background containing a substantial amount of distractors (c.f. Figure 1 ), additional background objects and an additional character acting on the ambiguous AGENT/PATIENT character. The results replicate the findings previously reported in Knoeferle et al. (2005) that participants are garden-pathed when they hear a sentence in Object-Verb-Subject order. Although none of the visual manipulations is directly related to the entities mentioned in the sentence, the amount of fixations on the target is still influenced by the visual clutter regarding the irrelevant entities in the scene. The overall fixation rate decreases when the complexity increases with a stronger effect caused by the additional character compared to additional background objects.
HEURISTIC DECISION TAKING
The studies on structural prediction and ambiguity resolution discussed above have been carried out within relatively simple visual and linguistic settings, where the relationships between events and entities can be extracted easily. More recently, the effect of visual complexity has increasingly attracted attention. As the complexity (either of the visual context or the task) grows, using the visual information to narrow down the space of possible linguistic interpretations becomes more difficult. In such cases, subjects either tend to choose a more passive strategy, such as waiting for more detailed information about the entities mentioned in the utterance instead of taking decisions based on risky anticipations (Ferreira et al., 2013) . Alternatively, they can resort to simple heuristics, like choosing an interpretation which is in line with stereotypical semantic information or the visual world, even though this interpretation requires to accept grammatically unacceptable syntactic structures (MacWhinney et al., 1984; Christianson et al., 2001) . In a Dutch noun phrase, the prenominal adjective(s) as well as the head noun are gendermarked, and the gender of the adjective(s) has to agree with the gender of the noun. Normally, the gender information of the preceding adjective is used to predict the target object before the corresponding noun has been uttered (Van Berkum et al., 2005) . Instead, Brysbaert and Mitchell (2000) found that people sometimes are insensitive to this kind of morphological cue. In their study, subjects have chosen good enough representations with a better semantic fit, but ignored the disambiguating gender information that contradicts their interpretation.
Such kind of heuristic decision taking plays a crucial role in human cognition as comprehensively discussed in Gigerenzer (2000) and Gigerenzer (2008) . In complex enough tasks, reaching a decision by considering all possible options is unrealistic due to temporal or memory-related resource limitations. Thus, there must be a cognitive mechanism that is able to abandon processing and to settle the issue as soon as a sufficiently high degree of confidence has been reached. Ferreira (2003) argues that spoken sentence comprehension is an inherently demanding task that involves complex sequential decision taking and is affected by both uncertainty about the current input and a lack of knowledge about the upcoming material. Thus, enforcing consistency among the sequential decisions is not always feasible and people resort to fast and frugal heuristics, thereby producing good enough representations. The assumption of good enough representations also provides a valid explanation for the (partial) success of conversations in noisy environments. In such a scenario, instead of waiting for or requesting intelligible spoken input, combining the uncertain information from the linguistic and the visual channel would be a more effective comprehension strategy.
A computational approach discussed above that applies heuristics can be found in Baumgärtner (2013) . Its constraints rely on attachment heuristics. Some attachments are preferred compared to others that are nonetheless plausible. For instance, low attachments occur more often in German than higher ones. Hence, the latter incur a small penalty. In case no alternative is possible, these mild constraint violations are accepted, though, and deemed as a good enough solution. Also, the constraint solving mechanism will stop after a predefined number of steps or if only minimal improvements are made. In such cases, the solution will also be viewed as good enough.
The Late Assignment of Syntax hypothesis (Townsend and Bever, 2001 ) addresses the role of heuristics on language comprehension from a theoretical perspective. According to this theory, sentence processing is performed in two steps. First, a pseudo-parser tries to obtain a very shallow interpretation based on syntactic frequencies and semantic associations, for example, a heuristic captures the tendency to treat the first argument in a sentence as AGENT, and the second argument as PATIENT. In the second step, a full-fledged and therefore more time-consuming parser is applied which is guided by the results of the shallow one. In case of resource limitations, the results of the shallow parser are taken, which could of course be wrong. Occasionally, the results of the two different parsers might not agree. Then the system needs to reconcile them and decide on the final, possibly still erroneous interpretation.
CONCLUSIONS
It is commonplace that language comprehension takes advantage of the availability of crossmodal information. Indeed, recent psycholinguistic research as well as the development of computational language comprehension systems have confirmed this assumption and contributed a number of valuable insights into how this added benefit comes about and what its prerequisites are:
• Language comprehension benefits from being sensitive to extra-linguistic information about the kind of entities in the surrounding world, their spatial relationships, the events they take part in, and the general or episodic affordances they offer. Because it is situation-specific, this information provides a welcome complement to the more static type of knowledge that can be extracted from large-scale linguistic data collections. It helps, for instance, to resolve ambiguous thematic role assignments, to correctly attach words and phrases, and eventually to determine the most likely intention of the speaker.
• The interplay between linguistic and visual processing components seems to be based on interaction rather than fusion. Interaction preserves the autonomy of the modalities while providing the possibility for information exchange and reconciliation from the very first moment. Avoiding a separate post-hoc component for information selection and combination, such an architecture improves the robustness against information deficits in one of the channels. This property might have contributed to the gains in output quality found in interactive computational solutions.
• Language processing can profit most from the available visual information if it proceeds in an incremental and predictive manner. Incrementality and prediction not only make a comprehension system more responsive, but can also guide the visual attention almost instantaneously to the relevant areas in the visual environment, facilitating early reference resolution and a rapid extraction of additional disambiguating cues from the visual channel. The sources that inform prediction are the same as the ones that are used for language comprehension in general. They range from purely language-internal ones, such as the lexically induced valency requirements of verbs, to the purely visual, which can also be used for ambiguity resolution.
Building visually informed language comprehension systems also requires a major effort to collect and annotate appropriate data. On the one hand, this data should be free of bias, since only then a training procedure will be able to extract the relevant associations between the modalities involved. On the other hand, it has to conform to the requirements of incremental and predictive processing, which in general is nonmonotonic and often requires modifying already produced, tentative output in the light of additional input becoming available later. Ignoring these temporal aspects might mislead model training toward wrong crossmodal mappings. Thus, novel annotation schemes, suitable data transformation approaches and sophisticated training procedures will be needed. While still falling short of what the human model can accomplish, artificial systems have made significant advances in many of the above-mentioned respects. Models and algorithms for incremental and predictive processing have been developed, and at least in restricted application scenarios a beneficial impact of crossmodal interaction has been found. Nevertheless, all the approaches we reviewed focus on selected aspects of crossmodal language comprehension, i.e.,
• addressing conceptual integration and structural disambiguation, but ignoring the inherent perceptual uncertainty of speech and vision, • experimenting with crossmodal interaction without considering the dynamic nature of incremental processing, or • aiming at shallow processing tasks, like sentiment detection or emotion recognition, avoiding any problems with reference resolution, meaning analysis and intention detection.
However, such an isolated consideration ignores the many dependencies which exist between the different aspects and which might have a significant impact on the overall performance of a system. The full potential of crossmodal language comprehension will only become available if these aspects are dealt with in an integrated manner. Visually guided sentence parsing, visually or lexically induced prediction of upcoming linguistic structures, continuous interaction between the modalities, linguistically guided visual attention, etc. all contribute in different but complementary ways to the ongoing process of language comprehension. None of them alone will be sufficient to achieve human-like natural language communication behavior. While the first successful attempts have been made to implement human-inspired processing mechanisms in artificial agents, their interplay is not well understood, neither in the human brain nor in silico. Only their combination in a single, well-balanced architecture where the modalities can interact with each other on small enough input increments will pave the way toward behavior that comes close to the language processing capabilities of the human model.
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